
LUXURY AV PROFESSIONALS, INC ACQUIRES AUDIO/VIDEO INTERIORS OF CHICAGO, INC 

 

Naperville, IL, March 20, 2023 –FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Luxury AV Professionals, Inc, dba Luxury AV, is a privately owned authorized dealer, designer, and custom 

installer of uniquely crafted projects employing fine audio and video systems, networks, and control automation at 

their core.  Residential solutions range from modern Hi-Fi systems to Media Rooms to Luxury Cinemas to 

comprehensive Whole Home indoor and outdoor projects, all exquisitely controlled.  Commerical solutions are 

similar in scope using commercially rated products and have also featured Video Walls.   

Audio/Video Interiors is a privately owned company also in the audio and video business.  Located right across IL 

RT83 from the famed Oak Brook Mall, it also services residential and commercial clients.  Additionally, the 

company has become an area destination for those clients with an appetite for mid to upper priced Hi-Fi systems.   

Audio/Video Interiors is known for its gorgeous showroom and as an industry leader in providing exceptional 

customer service to its clients since its inception more than ten years ago.  

This acquisition will deliver an enhanced and unified operation consisting of a larger team of all well respected 

and highly experienced personnel.  The combined breath of brands represented is unparalleled in the Midwest.  

Consolidated operations have begun and are opening many additional opportunities for both company's clients 

and vendor partners. 

‘The employees at Audio/Video Interiors are excited about joining Luxury AV and their team of professionals. 

Kelly and I both saw the synergies between our companies and put together a deal that made sense to us both, 

and more importantly our employees, clients, and vendors.  We have no doubt that consolidating these operations 

will allow us to continue to grow and prosper together.”  

– Noah T. Barenbrugge, Founder/President 

 

“Luxury AV’s position as an even more capable and marketplace dominant provider of ‘Luxury AV Products and 

Accessories’ has greatly improved.  All our residential and commercial client's benefit.  I am extremely pleased 
that Noah, now a Vice President of Luxury AV, is my partner in steering the company forward.  Our now larger, 

spectacular team of all highly skilled people have great commonality and are working well together.  Combined, 

our quality of service is truly second to none.”  

– Kelly C, Kromphardt, President & CEO 

 

 

About Luxury AV Professionals, Inc: 

Luxury AV, headquartered in Naperville, IL was started by CE Industry Veteran, Kelly Kromphardt.  The company 

provides residential and business clients with creative, value-maximizing solutions for their audio, video, network, 

surveillance needs, and prides itself with its exceptional service capabilities.  Its mix of top AV brand partners is 

unparalleled.  This acquisition marks Luxury AV’s first M&A experience.  The company is well positioned to grow 
both organically and via additional M&A activities. 

 

Website: http://www.LuxuryAVPros.com 

Contact: 

Kelly Kromphardt or Noah Barenbrugge 
Info@LuxuryAVPros.com   Offices:  630-607.0054 
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